Natural History Museums Misled School Children

Natural history museums have systematically withheld the most important fossils from their dinosaur displays.

April 10, 2012 - PRLog -- Were you aware that modern animals such as parrots, owls and ducks were found with dinosaurs? How about opossums and hedgehogs? When you take your 10-year-old son or daughter to a museum, your child will probably never see these animals in the dinosaur displays even though paleontologists have known this information for years.

The Smithsonian Museum, the Carnegie Museum and the American Museum of Natural History have withheld the most important modern bird and mammal fossils from their public dinosaur displays, and may have misled children by implying that dinosaur times were more strange and unusual than they really were. A survey of museums from around the world reveals that these larger museums are not alone. Not one natural history museum out of sixty visited displayed modern birds in their dinosaur dioramas, even though these animals were found at dinosaur dig sites.

Living Fossils, a reality TV documentary filmed at the Great Barrier Reef and scores of museums on three continents, premiers this month on Cornerstone Television Network and reveals these and other hidden secrets known to scientists. The program shows a wealth of modern-appearing fossilized animals that have been found at dinosaur dig sites, including: boa constrictors, owls, parrots, penguins, loons, flamingoes, opossums, salamanders, lizards, crayfish, lobster, mayflies and many others. Fossils of modern trees have also been found with the dinosaurs, including sequoias, redwoods, sassafras, walnut and palm.

But what does all this mean? Opponents of evolution are bothered that museums have not shared this information with the public. They suggest these living fossils are evidence that evolution did not occur. By not displaying the modern types of animals found with dinosaurs, natural history museums give a false impression that animals changed more than they really did.

http://youtu.be/C5eTNoTHewY

Evolution scientists believe some animals simply did not evolve since the dinosaur era and are not bothered by living fossils. Whatever the interpretation, one thing is clear, museums have not communicated to school children that parrots and owls and hundreds of other modern-appearing animals lived alongside
dinosaurs such as Triceratops and T. rex. When was the last time you saw a parrot sitting on the back of a T. rex or a boa constrictor curled at his feet?

Living Fossils airs Wednesday, April 11, 9 P.M., E.T., on the Cornerstone Television Network and will replay Thursday, April 19th at 10 P.M. Cornerstone Television can be viewed live on your computer with web streaming or may be purchased on Amazon or 
http://thegrandexperiment.com/  
http://www.ctvn.org/mediaplayer/ctvnplayer2.asp

Contact Information:

Dr. Mark Norell : norell (at) amnh (dot) org
Curator Vertebrate Paleontology American Museum of Natural History
(212) 769-5100

Dr. Anna K. Behrensmeyer: behrensa (at) si (dot) edu
Curator of Vertebrate Paleontology Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History
(202) 633-1307

Dr. Chris Beard: beardc (at) carnegiemnh (dot) org
Curator Vertebrate Paleontology Carnegie Museum of Natural History
(412) 622-5782

Living Fossils Content Producer: Producer (at) a-v-consultants (dot) com  USA 314 807 2282.

Broadcast Licensing: Television stations interested in broadcasting Living Fossils should contact A-V-Consultants Inc. via email at: Licensing (at) a-v-consultants (dot) com
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